VIRTUAL LEAN IN DESIGN FORUM
MANAGING, ADJUSTING AND INNOVATING THROUGH DISRUPTION: ACCELERATING FORWARD

MAY 19-20, 2021
Strengthen the design community by participating in the LCI Lean in Design Forum. Topics
will be centered around this year's overarching theme, "Managing, Adjusting and Innovating
through Disruption: Accelerating Forward". Make plans to join us virtually this May!
Collective skills and commitment play a huge role in the success of
the design community. Learn from the best this May when you hear
architects, engineers and preconstruction professionals dive deep
into discussions about the intersection of Lean methodologies with:
–What we learned in 2020 and what we should accelerate forward
–Diverse mindset/cultural implications
–System Thinking
Registration is now open!

I’m truly excited about the upcoming Design Forum. This
year will be an especially energized moment to reflect on a
social distanced year and how collaborative, inclusive
teams will thrive in our hybrid future. The world is more
dynamic than ever and Design Forum is a unique
opportunity to share knowledge and connect.
Implementing Lean approaches in the design-build
process is more important now than ever – we need to
create a more collaborative work environment to continue
to grow our field for the future."
— Stan Chiu, Director of Healthcare, Gensler

REGISTER NOW: www.leanconstruction.org/DesignForum21

Featured 2021 Learning Round Tables Topics

Building Culture in a
Hybrid World

How Do you Ensure EDI in
Virtual and Hybrid Realms?

Last Planner System® in
Design 2.0

Virtual Big Room

Additional topics include: Virtual Pull Planning, Where Lean Paid Off –Re-opening Two Shuttered Hospitals in a Month, Active
Estimating in Target Value Delivery –Practical Application

Engage in interactive Q&A sessions, Lean-focused training courses and expand your network among
Lean practitioners who support and enable collaboration, creativity and more efficient project delivery. While we will
not be meeting in-person, the essential elements of the Design Forum program will be stronger than ever.

Interested in sponsoring the 2021 Lean in Design Forum?
Contact Ilene Goldberg at igoldberg@leanconstruction.org
LEARN MORE AND REGISTER: www.leanconstruction.org/DesignForum21

